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People cannot live without music. They can listen to music everywhere even in the forest, 
when they walk and hear birds singing. Music can be classical and modern.

The Text



Classical music is performed by symphonic orchestras in the great halls. There are a lot of 
famous composers whose music is played nowadays. Classical music is serious and 
requires good understanding that's why it may seem to be boring and dull for some.



Most people prefer modern music. Modern music is performed by TV and radio. Modern 
music has different kinds: pop, rock, disco, rap, techno and others. Most young people like 
dance and pop. Older people are fond of jazz, rock and pop. There are a lot of singers or 
music bands who perform this or that kind of music. Now there are a lot of discs and 
records of different performers. 



The last achievement in music production is a 
clip. Musical clips are short films accompanied 
by the melody. It may be a short story what 
the song is about or simply a great number of 
different pictures. People like to watch clips 
because it’s not only listening to music but 
also watching interesting things. I’m fond of 
music and like to listen to it because it helps 
me to have good relaxation.



My favorite singer is Britney Spears. She is not only a good singer but she is also a good 
actress. In each of her songs she is different and each time she has different images. 



Britney Jean Spears was born on December 2, 1981 and spent her childhood in Kentwood, 
Louisiana. From her early years she was a very active and talented girl. Britney’s first single 
was released in 1998. It was called “Baby one more time”. It became very popular and 
Britney was called the pop princess.  



In 1999 she was in the list of the 50 most beautiful people in the world. Spears worked a 
lot. She acted in a movies “Crossroads”, «How I met your mother» and in some others.



In 2004 she got married and gave a birth to two boys. In 2007 she got a divorce.  She was 
in a bad depression at that time. But she found strength to continue her carrier on the 
stage. She keeps working and showing us her talent. She released 7 albums. And all of 
them were hits. I like many songs by Britney. 




